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PREFACE
The first unequivocal success for Gene Therapy was reported in april 

2000 for X-SCID patients. In spite of associate leukemia cases due to 
retroviral vector random-integration, it stands as the very paradigm of life
long therapeutic gene expression mediated by targeted autologous stem cells. 
Engrafment and selective repopulating ability of ex vivo gene-corrected 
hematopoietic stem cells have been instrumental in the success of this 
seminal clinical trial. The self-renewing and differentiative capability of stem 
cell targets provides thus for long-term transgenic cell replacement in SCID 
patients. Stem cells are also the targets of transient gene therapy protocols 
where they are mobilized and recruted in a regenerative process such as the 
formation of new blood vessels. By its transient nature and the safe use of 
non-integrating DNA, early therapeutic angiogenic gene therapy for critical 
limb ischemia (1994-1998) has been important in the establishment of gene 
therapy as an effective medical practice. These angiogenic gene therapy trials 
drove their authors to 1) the identification of circulating endothelial progenitor 
cells (1997) and subsequent development of vasculogenic stem cell therapy, 
and 2) to the synergistic combination of both pioneering approaches. Such a 
stem cell-gene therapy method is expected to be a breakthrough for tantalazing 
regenerative medicine, in particular for myocardium regeneration.

Pioneering stem cell/gene therapy clinical trials are thus the focus of 
the present book. The few definitive clinical gene therapy successes such as 
the aforementioned X-SCID trial and improved ADA-SCID ones are presented 
together with pioneering angio/vasculogenic clinical trials mediated either by 
transient gene therapy or emerging autologous stem cell transplantation. 
Highlight also includes 1) promises of the breakthrough combination of stem 
cell- and transient gene-therapy, 2) gene therapy trials for neurodegenerative 
disease on non-human primates where long-term gene therapy might involve 
brain stem cells, and 3) the first clinical trial with non-invasive monitoring of 
therapeutic gene expression as a prospective conclusion.

Roger Bertolotti 
Keiya Ozawa

H. Kirk Hammond
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1. STEM CELLS AND LIFE LONG THERAPEUTIC GENE
EXPRESSION PARADIGM

a) Stem cell gene therapy for X-SCID patients: a paradigm trial
The first unequivocal success for gene therapy was reported in April 

2000 (Cavazzana-Calvo et al,, 2000) for patients with X-linked severe 
combined immunodeficiency (X-SCID). This gene therapy trial for an 
inherited disease stands as the very paradigm of life-long therapeutic gene 
expression mediated by targeted autologous stem cells. Indeed, engrafment 
and selective repopulating ability of ex vivo gene-corrected hematopoietic 
stem cells (HSCs) have been instrumental in the success of this seminal 
clinical trial where efficient retroviral transduction of bone marrow HSCs is 
synergized by the homing ability of these transduced stem cells and the 
selective growth advantage of their lymphoid progenitor derivatives over 
mutant X-SCID cognates (Fig. 1). The self-renewing and differentiative 
capability of these stem cell targets provides thus for long-term transgenic 
lymphoid cell replacement (Hacein-Bey-Abina et al,, 2002; Fischer et al,, 
2002) and is thus expected to result in life-long cure for this inherited 
disease.

b) Selective growth of gene-corrected cells: ADA-SCID case
Interestingly enough, the first gene therapy clinical trial was initiated 

in 1990 (Culver et al,, 1991; Blaese et al,, 1995) on another form of SCID 
in which the pathology results from an adenosine deaminase (ADA) 
deficiency (ADA-SCID). Original protocols have apparently been hampered 
by the administration of therapeutic amounts of ADA enzyme conjugated to
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Figure 1. Stem cells as targets of both long-term and transient gene therapy protocols. For X-SCID patients (Fischer 
et al\ purified autologous bone marrow (BM) CD34+ cells containing hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are retrovirally transduced ex vivo 
with a yC minigene encoding the common cytokine-receptor y-chain and returned to the patient where they engraft and reconstitute an 
active lymphoid cell population thanks to the selective growth advantage of their lymphoid progenitor derivatives. For therapeutic 
angio/vasculogenesis (Isner et al.)f transient topical expression of a vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) minigene into ischemic 
limb muscle promotes mobilization and recruitment of BM-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) into foci of neovascularization.
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polyethylene glycol (PEG) which appears to abolish the selective growth 
advantage of gene-corrected lymphoid cells (Blaese et al,, 1995; Bordignon 
et al,, 1995; Kohn et al,, 1995). Omission of PEG-ADA and protocol 
improvements including light bone marrow conditioning with busulfan have 
now cleared the way (Aiuti et al,, 2003; see Candotti, this Volume).

c) Potential universality of life-long stem cell gene therapy
Adult stem cells have been recently identified in tissues and organs 

such as brain (reviews: McKay, 1997; Gage, 2000; Momma et al,, 2000; 
Alvarez-Buylla and Garcia-Verdugo, 2002) and myocardium (Kajstura et 
al,, 1998; review: Anversa and Nadal-Ginard, 2002) in which cell turn-over 
was reputedly absent, suggesting that stem cell targeting is most likely an 
universal requirement for long-term therapeutic gene expression. In this 
respect, hot off the press report of dopaminergic neurogenesis in the 
substantia nigra of adult rodent brain (Zhao et al,, 2003a) opens exciting 
promises for stem cell gene therapy of Parkinson's disease.

d) Random-insertional carcinogenesis as a booster for site- 
specific integration and gene repair technologies

Current clinical trials do not however use site-specific integrating 
vectors and might therefore be hampered either by random-insertional 
mutagenesis hazards (e.g. retroviral and current adeno-associated viral 
vectors) or by vanishing transmission of non-integrated therapeutic genes 
(e.g. adenoviral and herpes simplex viral vectors, or naked DNA) during 
stem/progenitor cell proliferation (see Bertolotti, 1998 and 2000a). In this 
respect, it is noteworthy that the aforementioned very first unequivocal 
success for gene therapy (Cavazzana-Calvo et al,, 2000) has been recently 
associated to the first cases (2 out of 9 successfully treated patients) of 
retroviral vector-mediated random insertional pathology (Marshall, 2002a

and 2003; Check, 2002 and 2003; Hacein-Bey-Abina et al,, 2003). 

Importantly enough, consistent with a major long-term safety concern (see
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Anderson, 1998), the pathologic symptoms appeared almost three years after 
successful therapeutic gene transfer (Marshall, 2002b; Hacein-Bey-Abina et 
al„ 2003; Check, 2003). Although a theoretically low-probability risk, 
random insertional mutagenesis is therefore a true potential drawback of 
retroviral vectors, in particular with repopulating stem cell targets. Stem cells 
stand thus as a two-faceted tool with which the corollary of efficient 
retroviral transduction and selective engraftment is high probability of 
random-insertional mutagenesis with potential carcinogenesis. In addition, 
random integration into host chromosomal DNA does not provide for 
optimal transgene expression/regulation, a major concern when unlike with 
gamma-C or ADA we deal with a tightly regulated function (see Bertolotti, 
1998 and 2000a).

The two aforedescribed cases of random-insertional pathology 
resume interest in the genesis of efficient chimeric site-specific retroviral 
integrases based on the fusion of native enzyme to sequence-specific DNA- 
binding domains (review: Bushman, 2002). On the other hand, non- 
retroviral site-specific integrating vectors are under intensive investigations 
and are now emerging both for viral and non-viral gene therapy protocols 
(see Bertolotti, 2003). In addition, directed homologous recombination 
(gene targeting: Capecchi, 1989) that would provide for the ultimate gene 
therapy technology both for site-specific (i.e. targeted) integration into host 
chromosomal DNA and gene repair/modification (see Bertolotti, 1998, 
1999, 2000b and 2000d) is currently the subject of breakthrough 
improvements (Bibikova et al„ 2003; Porteus and Baltimore, 2003; Miller et 
al,, 2003; Porteus et al„ 2003) that could raise its efficiency to a level 
compatible with gene therapy protocols. As illustrated in Figure 2, gene 
repair stands as the ideal therapy for inherited disease while therapeutic gene 
transfer has a wide field of applications in which optimized therapy relies 
either on site-specific integration for long-term expression or unintegration 
for transient expression (see Bertolotti, 1998,2000a and 2000c).
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2. STEM CELLS AS TARGETS OF TRANSIENT GENE THERAPY

Stem cell gene therapy: breakthrough magnified by stem cell homing 1

a) Therapeutic angio/vasculogenesis as a transient gene therapy 
breakthrough and a key clinical step for regenerative gene therapy

Stem cells are also the targets of transient gene therapy protocols 
where they are mobilized and recruted in a regenerative process such as the 
formation of new blood vessels (Fig. 1). By its transient nature relying on 
the safe use of non-integrating DNA, early therapeutic angio/vasculogenic 
gene therapy for critical limb ischemia (1994-1998) has been instrumental in 
the establishment of gene therapy as an effective medical practice (see 
Bertolotti, 2002a and 2002b). The clinical outcomes of these pioneering 
Phase I/Phase II trials conducted by Isner and co-workers (Isner et al,, 
1996; Baumgartner et al,, 1998; Isner et al,, 1998) have been promising 
enough to prompt the recruitment of new patients (Baumgartner et al,, 2000; 
see Baumgartner, this Volume) and to promote the extension of the approach 
to myocardial ischemic diseases both by Isner and co-workers (Losordo et 
al,, 1998 and 2002; Symes et al., 1999; Vale et al,, 2000 and 2001; see 
Symes etal,, this Volume) and other groups (Rosengart et al,, 1999; Grines 
et al,, 2002; see Penny and Hammond, this Volume).

b) Bone marrow-derived endothelial progenitor cells as a key 
target of therapeutic angio/vasculogenesis

Therapeutic angiogenesis, coined by Isner and co-workers (Takeshita 
etal,, 1994), consists in the therapeutic induction of neovascularization into 
an ischemic tissue upon transient topical production of an angiogenic growth 
factor such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A (Isner et al,, 
1996) or fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-4 (Grines et al,, 2002).

Figure 2 . Gene therapy: therapeutic gene transfer or gene repair. Current 
gene therapy protocols rely on therapeutic gene transfer both for inherited disease (gene 
compensation) or acquired/degenerative disorders (artificial expression patterns such as 
synthesis o f foreign proteins, ectopic production of tissue-specific proteins or transcription 
of designed non-coding RNA; Bertolotti, 1998 and 2000a). Gene repair stands as the ideal 
therapy for inherited disease; it is under intensive investigation (Bertolotti, 2000b and text).
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Although endothelial cells (ECs) from preexisting vessels were 
originally thought to be the main targets of therapeutic angiogenesis 
(Takeshita et al,, 1994), the critical role of bone marrow (BM)-derived 
endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs or angioblasts) in this revascularization 
process was subsequently shown (Asahara et al,, 1997 and 1999b; Kalka et 
al,, 2000a and 2000c). Indeed, early VEGF gene therapy trials drove Isner 
and co-workers to the identification of circulating EPCs in peripheral blood 
(Asahara et al,, 1997) and to the demonstration that neovascularization in 
adult ischemic tissue is not restricted to angiogenesis (sprouting of ECs from 
preexisting vessels; Folkman, 1971) but also involves vasculogenesis 
(Asahara et al,, 1997) where mobilization of bone marrow EPCs (Takahashi 
et al,, 1999; Asahara et al,, 1999a) is increased by VEGF gene therapy 
(Asahara et al„ 1999b; Kalka et al,, 2000a and 2000c), culminating in active 
contribution of EPCs to the formation of new blood vessels (incorporation 
into foci of neovascularization and differentiation into mature ECs: Asahara 
et al,, 1997 and 1999b; Kalka et al,, 2000a and 2000c).

Importantly enough, a key feature of circulating EPCs is their 
propensity to home into ischemic tissues (Asahara et al,, 1997 and 1999b; 
Kalka et al,, 2000a and 2000c). Such a therapeutic homing of EPCs has 
been instrumental in the development of 1) stem cell-mediated gene delivery 
to ischemic/neovascularizating tissues (Asahara et al,, 1997; Iwaguro et al,, 
2002) and, most importantly 2) autologous vasculogenic stem cell therapy 
and tantalizing regenerative cardiovascular stem cell/gene therapy (see 
section 3 and 4 below).

c) Transient topical gene therapy as a basic tool for regenerative
medicine

In addition to angio/vasculogenesis, transient topical gene therapy is 
currently used in cancer gene therapy (e.g. Jacobs etal,, 2002; see Jacobs et 
al,, this Volume) and in some DNA vaccine protocols (www.DNAvaccine 
.com). However, it stands as a potential breakthrough for regenerative

http://www.DNAvaccine.com
http://www.DNAvaccine.com


medicine in which the mobilization, proliferation, therapeutic homing and 
lineage-commitment of stem/progenitor cells are the key therapeutic features. 
Indeed, transient topical gene therapy has been used in early experimental 
bone regeneration (Bonadio etal,, 1999) and is anticipated to be essential in 
the improvement of many healing processes. Importantly enough, it is 
expected to have a major impacts in the treatment of many major diseases 
such as diabetes. In this respect, the induction of pancreatic islet genesis in 
the liver of diabetic mice has been recently achieved by adenoviral co
delivery of two minigenes encoding an endocrine-pancreas growth factor 
(betacellulin) and a basic pancreatic transcription factor (Neurod 1), 
respectively (Kojima et al„ 2003). In the potential clinical counterpart of this 
experimental trial, topical liver infusion and transient minigene expression 
should substitute for tail vein injection and long-lasting gutless adenoviral 
vector. Yet, putative stem cell targets have first to be identified or potential 
hepatocyte reprogramming documented. On the other hand, although liver 
might eventually be a good choice for auto-immune diabetes, diseased 
pancreas stands as a potential better target for transient topical gene therapy 
since subcutaneous injection of purified recombinant betacellulin has been 
shown to promote partial endocrine pancreas recovery in diabetic mice 
(Yamamoto et al,, 2000).

3. AUTOLOGOUS STEM CELL THERAPY AS A BREAKTHROUGH IN 
CARDIOVASCULAR REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

a) Therapeutic homing of EPCs as the key to experimental 
vasculogenic stem cell therapy

The propensity of circulating EPCs to home into ischemic regions 
and incorporate into foci of neovascularization (vasculogenesis) paved the 
way for autologous vasculogenic stem cell therapy (Asahara et al,, 1997). 
Purified EPCs (or angioblasts) have thus been used in a series of 
experimental angiogenic/vasculogenic trials both by Isner's group (Kalka et

Stem cell gene therapy: breakthrough magnified by stem cell homing 9



al,, 2000b; Kawamoto et al,, 2001) and others (Kocher et al,, 2001) where 
they were either expanded ex vivo or in vivo prior to intravenous 
transplantation (see Asahara et al,, 2002 and Itescu et al,, 2002).

Such an experimental stem cell therapy has been successful both for 
peripheral arterial diseases (Kalka et al,, 2000b) and myocardial ischemia 
(Kawamoto et al,, 2001 and 2003; Kocher et al,, 2001). However, as 
clearly shown by Kocher etal, (2001), the progeny of transplanted EPCs is 
restricted to vessel wall cells: transplanted EPCs are instrumental to the 
salvage of intrinsic myocytes but do not contribute to the cardiomyocyte 
population.

b) Bone marrow multipotent stem cells for myocardium
regeneration

The stem cell plasticity breakthrough (Ferrari et al,, 1998; Bittner et 
al,, 1999; Gussoni etal,, 1999; Bjomson et al,, 1999; Galli et al,, 2000; 
Jackson etal,, 1999; Petersen etal,, 1999; Theisse et al,, 2000a and 2000b; 
Mezey et al,, 2000; Brazelton et al,, 2000; Clarke et al,, 2000; Lagasse et 
al,, 2000) prompted another approach where transplantation involves 
multipotent stem cells from adult bone marrow (BM) and is aimed at 
infarcted myocardium regeneration (Orlic et al,, 2001a). Indeed, sorting and 
transplantion of BM-multipotent stem cells resulted in the regeneration of 
significant amount of contracting myocardium where transplanted cells 
differentiated into both vascular cells (ECs and vascular smooth muscular 
cells) and cardiomyocytes (Orlic et al,, 2001a). Interestingly enough, these 
multipotent stem cells can be mobilized from the bone marrow to the 
peripheral blood by co-administration of stem cell factor (SCF) and 
granulocyte-colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) (Bodine et al,, 1994), 
thereby increasing their circulating number to a potential therapeutic level 
(Orlic et al,, 2001b).

Although stem cell fusion with relevant host cells (e.g. liver 
repopulation experiments: Vassilopoulos et al,, 2003 and Wang et al,, 2003)

10 R. Bertolotti
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cannot be excluded, such a regenerative achievement is consistent with the 
plasticity of adult BM multipotent stem cells that have been shown 1) to 
exhibit multi-organ multi-lineage engrafment capability at the single-cell level 
(Krause et a l,, 2001) and 2) to include rare true pluripotent mesenchymal 
stem cells (multipotent adult progenitor cells or MAPCs: Jiang et al,, 2002). 
However, whether the aforedescribed three cell types (Orlic et al,, 2001a) 
arose from true multipotent stem cells (Orlic et al,, 2001a and 2001b; 
An versa and Nadal-Ginard, 2002) or from a mixed population of BM-stem 
cells in which angioblasts/pre-angioblasts could provide for vascular cells, 
and mesenchymal stem cells for cardiomyocytes (see Itescu et al,, 2002) 
remains to be unambiguously shown (Bertolotti, 2002b). Indeed, BM- 
mesenchymal stem cells (Prockop, 1997; Pittenger et al,, 1999) can 
differentiate into cardiomyocytes under appropriate conditions (Makino et 

al,, 1999; Toma et al,, 2002; Mangi and Dzau, 2002); however, their 
cardiomyocytic repopulation ability awaits careful evaluation.

c) Pioneering autologous stem cell therapy clinical trials for 
cardiovascular ischemia

The breakthrough data of Orlic et al, with purified multipotent BM 
stem cells (2001a) and pre-clinical trials performed with unfractionated BM 
cells (BMCs) or whole BM mononuclear cells (BM-MNCs) either on 
experimental ischemic limb (Shintani et al,, 2001) or infarcted myocardium 
(Tomita et al,, 1999; Kamihata et al,, 2001; Fuchs et al,, 2001) models 
prompted the initiation of pioneering autologous stem cell therapy clinical 
trials both for critical limb ischemia (Tateishi-Yuyama et al,, 2002; see 
Takahashi et al, and Matsubara, this Volume) and infarcted myocardium/ 
chronic ischemic heart disease (Strauer et al,, 2002; Assmus et al,, 2002; 
Tse et al,, 2003; Perin et al,, 2003; Fuchs et al,, 2003; see Brehm et al,, 

Assmus e ta l,,  Matsubara, and Takahashi et al,, this Volume). In addition, 
autologous BM cell transplantation has been associated to coronary artery
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bypass graft surgery (CABG) in two other pioneering trials involving only a 
few patients (Hamano et al,, 2001; Stamm et al,, 2003).

Importantly enough, unfractionated autologous BMCs/BM-MNCs 
have been used in the aforementioned clinical trials except in one case where 
transplantation was restricted to AC 133+ BM cells (Stamm et al„ 2003), i.e. 
a sub-population which includes the aforementioned rare pluripotent 
mesenchymal stem cells (Jiang et al,, 2002) with strong pre-angioblast 
potentialities (Reyes et al„ 2002). The rationale for using whole BMCs/BM- 
MNCs is that current in vivo/ex vivo expansion technology does not usually 
provide enough stem cells for regenerative autologous transplantation 
(Iwaguro et al,, 2002; Anversa and Nadal-Ginard, 2002; Asahara et al,, 
2002) and that different cell sub-populations are potentially amenable to 
therapeutic cardiomyoplasty, i.e. CD34+ angioblasts/pre-angioblasts 
(Takahashi et al,, 1999; Asahara et al,, 1999a; Tateishi-Yuyama et al,, 
2002), CD34- mesenchymal stem cells (Makino et al,, 1999; Toma et al,, 
2002; Reyes et al„ 2002; Jiang etal,, 2002) and, possibly, other multipotent 
stem cells (Orlic et al,, 2001a). In addition, whole BMCs/BM-MNCs 
provide significant amounts of a cocktail of angio/vasculogenic growth 
factors (VEGF, FGF, angiopoietin 1, ...) which is synergistic to the action 
of vasculogenic/regenerative stem cells (Kamihata et al,, 2001; Fuchs et al,, 
2001; Tateishi-Yuyama et al,, 2002), and may thus partially compensate for 
the scarcity of these active stem cells. Interestingly enough, cell sorting 
experiments show that mRNA encoding relevant growth factor receptors are 
restricted to the EPC/angioblast fraction while mRNA encoding the 
corresponding growth factors are restricted to the other BM-MNC fraction 
(Tateishi-Yuyama et al„ 2002; see Matsubara, this Volume).

The clinical outcome of the aforedescribed angio/vasculogenic trials 
shows that the approach is safe and promising, and deserves thus large- 
scale, placebo-controlled, double blind and randomized trials (see Takahashi 
et al,, Matsubara, Brehm et al, and Assmus et al,, this Volume).



d) Peripheral blood as an attractive source for autologous stem 
cells

Comparative transplantation analysis of BM-MNCs and ex vivo 
expanded peripheral blood (PB)-EPCs suggests that peripheral blood might 
be a more desirable source of autologous stem cells than bone marrow, at 
least for angio/vasculogenic cell therapy (Assmus etal,, 2002). Indeed, plain 
PB-MNCs appear to essentially provide angio/vasculogenic growth factors 
(Iba et al,, 2002; Kamihata et al,, 2002) while ex vivo expanded PB-EPCs 
(Assmus et al,, 2002) or in vivo mobilized PB-CD34+ cells (Inaba et al,, 
2002) appear to efficiently act like in the seminal experimental trials of Isner 
and co-workers (Kalka et al,, 2000b; Kawamoto et al,, 2001 and 2003) or 
of Kocher et al, (2001). Importantly enough, in vivo mobilization of CD34+ 
cells is currently used for transplantation of HSCs from peripheral blood and 
appears to be associated to the incorporation of differentiated tranplanted cell 
derivatives into various organs of grafted patients (Korbling et al,, 2002). 
Efficient mobilization of BM stem cells with current clinical protocols is 
therefore not restricted to EPCs; it is also effective for repopulating HSCs 
and other multipotent stem cells. On the other hand, a recent report by 
Huberman and co-workers (Zhao et al,, 2003b) might underly a potential 
breakthrough for efficient production of autologous pluripotent stem cells 
from a subset of human PB monocytes.

4. STEM CELL GENE THERAPY: COMBINING EX VIVO PROTOCOLS 
AND TRANSIENT IN VIVO TOPICAL GENE THERAPY

a) Amplification of the proliferative/regenerative potential o f  
stem cells by transient or regulated ex vivo gene therapy

An efficient way to overcome autologous stem cell scarcity has been 
pioneered by Isner and co-workers (Iwaguro et al,, 2002; Asahara et al,,
2002) where stem cell therapy and transient ex vivo gene therapy protocols 
are combined. Indeed, in this experimental trial, ex vivo expansion and

Stem cell gene therapy: breakthrough magnified by stem cell homing 13
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subsequent adenoviral transduction with a VEGF minigene strongly 
increased the in vitro proliferative index and the in vivo revascularizative 
action of adult EPCs. VEGF transduction was such a powerful booster that 
it reduced the effective therapeutic dose of EPCs to one thirtieth of its 
original value (Iwaguro et al,, 2002; Asahara et al,, 2002). The relative 
contribution of VEGF-induced angiogenesis and EPC-mediated 
vasculogenesis remains to be evaluated. Yet, this stem cell gene therapy 
approach stands as a potential breakthrough for therapeutic angiogenesis/ 
vasculogenesis and, possibly, for myocardium regeneration.

A similar approach has been used for repopulating adult HSCs in 
which the rate of expansion and the in vivo regenerative potential has been 
shown to be dramatically increased by ex vivo HOXB4 gene therapy 
(Antonchuk etal,, 2001 and 2002). However, in this case, instead of using 
non-integrating adenoviral vectors that are diluted and lost in proliferating 
cells, they transduced stem cells with integrative retroviral vectors. In this 
system, transient expression is not required because HOXB4 does not 
override extrinsic physiologic mechanisms that appear to control the 
population size of HSCs in vivo (Antonchuk et al,, 2001).

b). Transient topical gene therapy as a booster for the therapeutic 
homing/regenerative potential of transplanted stem cells

Another way to increase the regenerative potential of both natural and 
genetic-engineered transplanted stem cells is to couple ex vivo protocols to 
synergistic transient topical gene expression protocols (Bertolotti, 2001 and 
2002b). Topical production of a growth/homing factor may of course 
increase the proliferative/differentiative index of transplanted (engineered) 
stem cells and differentiative progeny in the same way it acts on endogenous 
stem cells (e.g. aforedescribed angio/vasculogenic VEGF/FGF gene therapy). 
Yet, the main inerest of transient local overproduction of a growth/homing 
factors may be to be an essential booster for therapeutic homing and lineage- 
commitment of transplanted (engineered) stem cells (Bertolotti, 2001).



Noticeably, topical brain infusion of epidermal growth factor (EGF) 
has been shown to act as a chemoattractant for transplanted embryonic 
neuro-progenitor cells: directed migration was associated to selective 
proliferation (Fricker-Gates et al,, 2000). Importantly enough, topical 
injection of the stroma cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1) has been recently used 
to increase the recruitement of transplanted EPCs in ischemic muscle tissues 
(Yamaguchi et al,, 2003). Such an improvement in the local accumulation of 
transplanted EPCs had a dramatic therapeutic effect on the neovascularizating 
process of experimental hind limb ischemia (Yamaguchi et al,, 2003). Like 
for VEGF, FGF and other growth factors (e.g. Isner, 2002; Grines et al,, 
2002; Baumgartner, Symes et al,, Penny and Hammond, this Volume), 
transient topical SDF-1 gene therapy should be more efficient than the mere 
topical infusion of the purified protein. Synergistic transient topical SDF-1 
gene therapy is thus expected to be a potent booster for stem cell gene 
therapy for cardiovascular ischemic disease. In this respect, preliminary data 
on rats show that topical transplantation of cardiac fibroblasts engineered to 
constitutively express SDF-1 increases therapeutic homing of BM-derived 
CD117+ stem cells in the infarcted zone (Unzek et al,, 2003). Another field 
of application might involve HSCs since SDF-1 is also a potent 
chemoattractant for these cells (Mohle et al„ 1998).

In addition to therapeutic homing, the regenerative activity of 
transplanted stem cells requires an efficient commitment to the target 
tissue/organ function. Such a fonctional integration may depend on transient 
topical expression of lineage-commitment and specific growth/differentiative 
factors, and is crucial for multipotent/pluripotent stem cells (see Bertolotti,
2001). Such a process could also benefit from transient expression of a 
"regenerative" inducer (Bertolotti, 2001) such as msxl for skeletal muscle 
(Odelberg et al,, 2000) or IGF-1 for many tissues including cardiac and 
skeletal muscles (e.g. Reiss et al„ 1996; Barton-Davis et al,, 1998; Musaro 
et al,, 2001; Shiotani et al,, 2001; Barton et al,, 2002; Takahashi et al,,
2003).

Stem cell gene therapy: breakthrough magnified by stem cell homing 15
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c) Combining ex vivo protocols with transient topical gene
therapy

Upon mobilization both by transient gene therapy and/or recombinant 
protein application, autologous stem cells are thus amenable to ex vivo 
protocols where they can be purified, expanded, genetic engineered either 
for transient amplification of their proliferative potential or/and for long-term 
transgene expression/gene repair and, eventually commited to a specific cell- 
lineage before being returned to the patient. Such ex vivo manipulations can 
then be combined to synergistic transient topical gene therapy culminating in 
an optimization of the homing, regenerative and differentiative capabilities of 
transplanted stem cells. Importantly enough, transient gene therapy may rely 
on exogenous drug control (e.g. Baron and Bujard, 2000; Pollock et al,, 
2000; Ye et al,, 2002; Saez et al,, 2000; Fussenegger, 2001) when fine 
tuning and transient gene expression have to be inforced in a very tight way.

With their self-renewing and homing/regenerative capabilities, 
autologous stem cells are thus amenable to sophisticated cell gene therapy 
protocols that have been schematized in Figure 2. Such a stem cell gene 
therapy in which stem cell therapy is combined with long-term and transient 
gene therapy protocols stands thus as a powerful mean to tackle both 
inherited diseases and degenerative/acquired disorders (Bertolotti, 2001 and 
2002b). Indeed, transient magnification of the regenerative potential of stem 
cells, in which therapeutic cell homing is a key feature (see above), should 
culminate in an efficient targeted repopulation dynamics of therapeutic stem 
cells and differentiated derivatives in relevant tissues and organs, thereby 
providing both for appropriate gene therapeutics and life-long maintenance/ 
replacement of therapeutic cells.

Figure 3. Stem cell gene therapy: combining ex vivo protocols w ith 
transient topical gene therapy (Poster Exhibition of June 6, 2002, ASGT 5th 
Annual Meeting, Boston: Bertolotti, 2002c). A schematic overview of the stem cell gene 
therapic breakthrough in which emerging autologous multipotent/pluripotent stem cells 
are displayed together with potential future autologous embryonic stem (ES)-like cells that 
might result from intensive cell reprogramming investigations (see Bertolotti, 2001).
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Serendipitously, the development of the aforedescribed stem cell 
gene therapy technology will most likely provide the means to handle most 
adult stem cells in vivo, thereby boostering 1) transient gene expression 
protocols for regenerative medicine and 2) targeted-vector technology for 
efficient in vivo genetic-engineering of patient’s resident stem cell 
populations the expansion/re-homing/lineage-commitment of which may 
ultimately rely on synergistic transient gene expression therapy.

5. CONCLUSION: THERAPEUTIC STEM CELL HOMING AND

STEM CELL GENE THERAPY

With bone marrow transplantation, therapeutic stem cell homing is a 
standard medical practice whereby repopulating HSCs efficiently engraft in 
conditioned host bone marrow. Transplantation of HLA-identical or 
haploidentical T cell-depleted allogeneic bone marrow under conditioning- 
free conditions is the basic treatment for X-SCID and most other SCID 
patients (Buckley etal,, 1999; Antoine etal,, 2003). Such a well-established 
medical practice has been essential to the achievement of the aforedescribed 
first unequivocal success for gene therapy (Cavazzano-Calvo et al,, 2000). 
In this trial, engraftment of ex vivo gene-corrected autologous X-SCID 
HSCs was achieved without bone marrow conditioning while a light 
busulfan conditioning has been used in the subsequent success of improved 
ADA-SCID gene therapy protocols (Aiuti et al,, 2003). Therapeutic homing 
of transduced HSCs and the selective growth advantage of their lymphoid 
progenitor derivatives over SCID cognates have been instrumental in these 
paradigm trials.

As discussed earlier in the chapter, therapeutic stem cell homing is 
also essential to the vasculogenic activity of circulating EPCs. The same 
holds true for other bone marrow stem/progenitor cells that, like for 
circulating EPCs, have first to be mobilized from their bone marrow niche 
and then re-home, directly or through progenitor derivatives, into injured
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tissues where they contribute to various specialized cell replacement (e.g. 
Jackson et al,, 2001; Orlic et al,, 2001b). Whether multipotent/pluripotent 
bone marrow stem cells are directly involved in these multi-lineage 
commited processes remains to be clearly established. However, therapeutic 
homing of purified BM multipotent stem cells (lineage-negative c-kit- 
positive sub-population) into infarcted myocardial tissue upon topical peri- 
infarct transplantation (Orlic et al,, 2001a) is consistent with such an 
hypothesis. Indeed, multipotent stem cells have migration and re-homing 
capabilities that appear to be missing to late pre-differentiated cells as 
illustrated by the transplantation inefficiency of myoblasts (Tremblay et al,, 
1993; Mendell et al,, 1995; El Fahime et al,, 2000) compared to multipotent 
muscle-derived stem cells (Torrente et al,, 2001; Gussoni et al,, 1999).

Importantly enough, pluripotent mesenchymal stem cells 
(aforedescribed MAPCs, Jiang et al,, 2002) appear to have a wide 
therapeutic homing capability although their propensity to home into 
injured/diseased tissues has not yet been formally evaluated (Jiang et al,, 
2002). They might therefore eventually end as the core cells of a polyvalent 
therapeutic platform for autologous stem cell gene therapy. They might 
however be challenged 1) by other potential sources of pluripotent/ 
multipotent adult stem cells such as peripheral blood (Zhao et al,, 2003b) or 
2) by more specialized stem cells such as mesodermal lineage-commited 
mesoangioblasts (Minasi et al,, 2002) that sense inflammatory cytokines 
and are extensively recruited by regenerating muscle fibers in dystrophic 
mice (Sampaolesi et al,, 2003).
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